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GEOMETRY
SPACE AND
POINT OF VIEW OF PHYSICAL
INQUIRY.l
Our notions of spaceare rooted in our physiological organism. Geometric concepts are the product
of the idealization of. plrysical experiencesof space.
Systems of geometry, finally, originate in the logicol
classificationof the conceptualmaterialsso obtained.
All three factors have left their indubitabletracesin
modern geometry. Epistemological inquiries regarding space and geometry acmrdingly concern
the physiologist, the psychologist, the physicist, the
mathematician, the philosopher, and the logician
alike, and they can be gradually carried to their
definitive solution only by the considerationof the
widely disparate points of vie\il which are here of, fered.
Awakening in early youth to full consciousness,
we find ourselvesin possessionof the notion of a
spate surrounding and encompassingour body, in
now altering and
which spacemove divers bod,i,es,
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now retaining their size and shape. It is impossible
for us to ascertainhow this notion has been begotten. Only the most thoroughgoing analysis of experimentspurposefully and methodically performed
has enabled us to conjecture that inborn idiosyncraciesof the body have cociperatedto this end with
simple and crude experiencesof a purely physical
character.
SnnsarronAl AND Locarrve euer.rrns.
An object seen or touched is distinguished not
only by a sensationalquality (as .,red,,' .,rough,',
"cold," etc.), but also by a locatiaequality (as ,,to
the left," t'above,"t'before,"etc.). The sensational
quality may remain the same, while the locative
quality continuouslychanges; that is, the same sensuousobject may move in space. phenomenaof this
kind beingagain and again induced by physico-physilogical circumstances,it is found that however varied the accidentalsensationalqualities may be, the
sameorder of locative qualities invariably occurs,so
that the latter appear perforce as a fixed and perma_
nent system or register in which the sensational
qualities are entered and classified. Now, although
these qualities of sensationand localitv can be ex_
cited only in conjunction with on.
and can
"noih.r,
make their appearanceonly concomitantly,
the im_
pressionneverthelesseasily arises that the more fa_
miliar systef,nof locative qualities is given antece_
dently to the sensationalqualities (Kant).
Extended objects of vision and of touch consist
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of more or less distinguishable sensationalqualities,
conjoined with adjacent distinguishable, continuously graduated locative qualities. If such objects
rnove, particularly in the domain of our hands, we
perceive them to shrink or swell (in whole or in
part), or we perceivethem to remain the same; in
other words, the contrasts characterizing their
bounding locative qualities change or remain constant. In the latter case,we call the objects rigid.
By the recognition of permanencyas coincidentwith
spatial displacement,the various constituentsof our
intuition of spaceare rendered comparablewith one
arother,-2t first in the physiological sense. By the
comparisonof different bodies with one another, by
the introduction of physical measures,this comparability is renderedquantitative and more exact, and
so transcendsthe limitations of individuality. Thus,
in the place of an individual and non-transmittable
intuition of spaceare substitutedthe universal concepts of geometry, which hold good for all men.
Each person has his own individual intuitive space;
geomefric space is common to all. Between the
spaceof intuition and metr'ic space,which contains
physical experiences,we must distinguish sharply.
RrBuaNr's Pnvsrcer- CoNcBptroN oF GEoMETRy.
The need of a thoroughgoing epistemological
elucidation of the foundations of geometry induced
Riemann,' about the nriddle of the century just
rueber db Egpotkesen, wel,ahe itrer Geotnetrie sw Glrwnilo
li.egen. G'6tlilgeu, 1867.
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closed, to propound the question of the nature of
space; the attention of Gauss, I-obach€vski, and
Bolyai having before been drawn to the empirically
hypothetical character of certain of the fundamental
assumptions of geometry. In characterizing space
as a special case of a multiply-extended ,,magnitudg" Riemann had doubtlessin mind some g.eometric construct, which may in the samemanner be
imagined to fill all space,-for example, the system
of Cartesian co-ordinates. Riemann further asserts
that "the propositionsof geometry cannotbe deduced
from general conceptionsof magnitude, but that the
peculiar properties by which spaceis distinguished
from other conceivabletriply-extended magnitudes
can be derived from experienceonly....These
facts, like all facts, are in no wise necessary,but
possessempirical certitude only,-they are hyp+
theses." Like the fundamental assumptions of
every natural science,so also, on Riemann,stheory,
the fundamentalassumptionsof geometry, to which
experience has led us, are merely idealizations of.
experience.
In this physicalconceptionof geometry, Riemann
takes his stand on the same ground as his master
Gauss, who once expressedthe conviction that it
was impossible to establish the foundations of
geometry entirely a priori,, and who further as_
serted that "we must in humility confess that if
number is exclusively a product of the mind, space
rBriaf oon Gaussan Beseel,27,

Januar 1829.
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possesses
in addition a reality outside of our mind,
of which reality we cannot fully dictate a priori the
laws."t
Axer,ocrBs or Spacp wrrn Cor.ons.
Every inquirer knows that the knowledge of an
object he is investigating is materially augmented
by cornparine it with related objects. Quite naturally therefore Riemann looks about him for objects
which offer some analogy to space. Geometric
spaceis definedby him as a triply-extendedcontinuous manifold, the elementsof which are the points
determined by every possiblethree co-ordinatevalues. He finds that "the placesof sensuousobjects
and colors are probably the only concepts [src]
whose modes of determination form a multiply-extendedmanifold." To this analogy others were added by Riemann's successors
and elaboratedby them,
but not always, I think, felicitously.'?
LBrief aon Gauss an Bessel, April 9, 1830.-The phrase,
"Number is a product or creation of the mind,tt has gince
been repeatecllyused by mathematicians. Unbiased psychological observationinforms us, however,that the formation of
the concept of number is just as much initiated by experience
as the formation of geometric concepts. We must at least
know that virtually equitolent objects exist in multiple and
unalterable form before concepts of number can originate.
Experimentsin counting also play an important part in fhe development of arithmetic.
2When acoustic pitch, intensity, and. tdmbre, when chromatic
tone, saturation, ancl luminous intensity are proposed as aualogues of the three dimensionsof space,few personswill be
eatisfieal. Timbrq, like chromatic tone, is dependent on several
variables. Eence, if the analogy has any meaning whatever,
several dimengions will be found.to correrponcl to ti,mbre and,
chromatic tone.
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Comparing sensation of space with sensation of.
color, we discover that to the continuous series
"above and below," "right and left,', ,.nearand far,,,
correspondthe three sensationalseriesof mixed col_
ors, black-white, red-green, blue-yellow. The sys_
tem of sensed(seen) placesis a triple continuous
manifold like the system of color-sensations. The

sensation. For from the psycho-physiologicalpoint
of view "right and left" as little permii of being
interchanged with "above and below,, as do red
and green with black and white. It is only when
we comparegeometric spacewith the systemof col_
ors that the objection is apparently justified, But
there is still a great deal lacking to the establish_
ment of a completeanalogy betweenthe spaceof intuition and the system of color-sensation. Whereas
nearly equal distances,in sensuousspaceare imme_
diately recognizedas such, a like remark cannot be
madeof differencesof colors, and in this latter prov_
ince it is not possibleto comparephysiologicallythe
different portions with one another. And, further_
more, even if there be no difficulty, by resorting to
physical experience,in characterizing every coloi of
a system by three numbers, just as the places of
geometric spaceare characterized,and so in creat_
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ing a metric system similar to the latter, it will
neverthelessbe difficult to find anything which correspondsto distance or volume and which has an
analogous physical significance for the system of
colors.
Axer.ocrns or Specn wrrn TruB.
There is always an arbitrary elementin analogies,
for they are concerned with the coincidencesto
which the attention is directed. But betweenspace
and time doubtless the analogy is fully conceded,
whether we use the word in its physiological or its
physical sense. In both meaningsof the term, space
is a triple, and time a simple, continuous manifold.
A physical event, preciselydeterminedby its conditions, of moderate,not tco long or too short duration, seemsto us physiologically, nozp and at any
other time, as having the same duration. Physical
events which at any time are temporarily coincident are likewise temporarily coincidentat any other
time. Temporal congruenceexists, therefore, just
as much as does spatial congruence. Unalterable
physical temporal objects exist, therefore, as much
as unalterablephysicalspatialobjects (rigid bodies).
There is not only spatial but there is also temporal
substantiality. Galileo employedcorporeal pheno,mena, like the beatsof the pulse and breathing, for the
determinationof time, just as anciently the hands
and the feet were employed for the estimation of
space.
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The simple manifold of. tonal sensations is likewise analogousto the triple manifold of space-sensations.r The comparability of the different parts
of the system of tonal sensationsis given by the
possibility of directly sensing the musical interual.
A metric system corresponding to geometric space
is most easily obtained by expressingtonal pitch in
terms of the logarithm of the rate of vibration. For
the constant musical interval we have here the expression,
log

n'
:
n

log ,x' -1og n:log

r-

log 7' :

s6nsf.,

where n', n denotethe rates, and ,', r the periods of
vibration of the higher and tl-relower note respectively. I'he differencebetweenthe logarithms here
representsthe constancyof the length on displacement. The unalterable, substantial physical object
r,vhichwe senseas an interval is for the ear temporally determined, whereas the analogous object for
the sensesof sight .and touch is spatially determined. Spatial measureseemsto us simpler solely
becausewe have chosen for the fundamental measure of geometry distanceitself, which remirins unalterable for sensation,whereas in the province of
tones we have reachedour measureonly by a long
and circuitous physical route.
r My attention was <lrawn to this analogy in 1863 by my
stucly of the organ of hearing, ancl I have eince then further
doveloped the subject. Seo my Arnlgsit of the Sensotions.
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DrprnnBNcESoF THE Ar.rer,ocrrs.
Having dwelt on the coincidencesof our analogized constructs,it now remains for us to emphasize
their differences. Conceivingtime and spaceas sensational manifolds, the objects whose motions are
made perceptibleby the alteration of temporal and
spatial qualities are characterizedby other sensational qualities, as colors, tactual sensations,tones,
etc. If the system of tonal sensationsis regarded
as analogous to the optical space of sense, the
curious fact results that in the first province the
spatial qualities occur alone, unaccompaniedby sensational qualities correspondingto the objects, just
as if one could seea place or motion without seeing
the object which occupiedthis place or executedthis
motion. Conceiving spatial qualities as organic
sensationswhich can be excited only concomi'tantly
with sensationalqualities,' the analogy in question
does not appear particularly attractive. For the
manifold-mathematician,essentially the same case
is presented whether an object of definite colo,r
moves continuously in optical space,or whether an
object spatially fixed passescontinuously through
the manifold of mlors. But for the physiologist
and psychologist the two casesare widely different,
not only becauseof what was above adduced, but
also, and specificaly, becauseof the fact that the
system of spatiallualities is very familiar to us,
rvhereaswe can representto ourselvesa system of
r Compare supra, page 14 et seq.
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color-sensationsonly laboriously and artificially, by
m@ns of scientificdevices. Color appearsto us as
an excerpted member of a manifold the arrangement of which is in no wise familiar to us.
Trrn ExrnNsroN or SyMsoLs.
The manifolds here analogized with space are,
like the color-system,also threefold, or they represent a smaller number of variations. Space contains surfacesas twofold and lines as onefold manifolds, to which the mathematician, generalizing,
might also add points as zero-fold manifolds. There
is also no difficulty in conceivinganalytical mechanics, with Lagrange, as an analytical geometry of
four dimensions,time being consideredthe fourth
co-ordinate. In fact, the equations of analytical
geometry, in their conformity to the co-ordinates,
suggest very clearly to the mathematician the entension of these considerations to an unlimited
lorger number of dimensions. Similarly, physics
would be justified in consideringan extendedmaterial continuim, to each'point of which a temperature, a magnetic, electric, and gravitational potential were ascribed,as a portion or sectionof a multiple manifold. Employment with such symbolic
representations must, as the history of science
shows us, bv no means be regarded as entirely unfruitful. Symbols which initially app€arto have no
meaning whatever, acquire gradually, after subjection to what might be called intellectual experimenting, a lucid and precise significance. Think
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only of the negative, fractional, and variable exponents of algebra, or of the casesin which important
and vital extensionsof ideashave taken place which
otherwisewould have beentotally lost or have made
their appearanceat a much later date. Think only
of the so-called imaginary quantities with which
mathematicianslong operated,and from which they
even obtained important results ere they were in a
position to assign to them a perfectly determinate
and withal visualizablemeaning. But symbolic representationhas likewise the disadvantagethat the
object representedis very easily lost sight of, and
that operations are continued with the symbo,lsto
no object whatever corresponds.'
1!!!!"quently

furnish their essontial agsistance. A aymbolical representation
of a method of calculation has the same significanco for a
mathematician ag a moclel or a vieualisable working hyaothesis

the other. It is scareely possible to light directly on au operation like o&, B:ul operating with such symbols leacls us to
attribute to them an intelligible meaning. Mathematicians
sio ,
worketl many years 'with expressionslike cos r t y'-l
ancl with exponentials having imaginaly exponents before
in the struggle for aclapti,ngconcept and rymbol to each other
the idea that hacl been gdminating for a century finally found
erpression in 1806 in Argantl, viz., that a relationship coultl bo
conceiveclbetween magnitude and ilircotlon by which y'-T
was representeclas a mean clireetion-proportionalbetween * I
ancl - 1.
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Axornpn Vrrw on RmlremN's MeNlnolo.
It is easy to rise to Riemann's conceptionof an
n-f.old,continuous manifold, and it is even possible
to realizeand visualize portions of such a manifold.
Let or,o2tostet.... c.n+rbe any elementswhatsoever (sensationalqualities, substances,etc.). If we
conceive these elements intermingled in all their
possiblerelations,then each single compositewill be
representedby the expression
opt

*

azaz *

ogas *

aa11an41:

r2

where the coefficientso satisfy the equation
o r .I

oz *

",

*

o n +r :

r.

fnasmuch,therefore, as n of thesecoeffrcientso may
be selectedat pleasure,the totality of the composites
of the n + | elementswill representan n-fold continuous manifold.l As co-ordinates of a point of
this manifold, we may regard expressionsof the
form
o-\

r^-^--^--i ^
n
or
Ior exampre,'loC\qi.
If(:-\
--l
{,
\% ),
But in choosing definitign of distance, or that of
any other notion analogous to geornetrical concepts,
we shall have to proceedvery arbitrarily unless arperimces of the manifold in questioninform us that
certain metric conceptshave a real meaning, and are
therefore to be preferred, as is the case for geomet'n

I If the six funalamental color-sengationswere totally intl+
penclent of one another, the system of color-songationi would
represent a ffvefolcl manifold. Since they aro contraetod in
pairs, the cFtem correlponde to a three-fokl manifold.
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ric spacewith the definitionrderived from the voluminal constancy of bodies for the element of distances
dy'* d.z', and as is likewise the case
d.f :dr'l
for sensationsof tone with the logarithmic expression mer-rtionedabove. In the majority of cases
rvhere such an artificial construction is involved,
fixed points of this sort are wanting, and the entire
considerationis therefore an ideal one. The analogy with spacelosesthereby in completeness,fruitfulness,and stimulating Power.
Mnesunn or CunveruRE, AND Cunv,rrune or
Specn.
In still another direction Riemann elaborated
ideasof Gauss;beginning with the latter's investigations concerningcurved surfaces. Gauss'smeasure of the curvature' of a surface at any point is
given by the expression& :

*n.r" ds is an eleff
ment of the surface and do is the superficialelement
of the unit-sphere,the limiting radii of which are
parallel to the limiting normals of the element ds.
This measureof curvature may also be expressedin
the form p:
|^ , where pvPzlte- the principal
PtPz

radii of curvature of the surface at the point in
question. Of specialinterest are the surfaceswhose
measure of curvature for all points has the same
'Comp. supra, p. 73"et passdm.
t Disquisttinnes generoles circa sugterfictescuraas, 1827.
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value,-the surfaces of constant curvature. Conceiving the surfaces as infinitely thin, non-distensible, but flexible bodies, it will be found that surfaces of like curvature may be made to coincideby
bending,-as for example a plane sheet of paper
wrapped round a cylinder or cone,-but cannot be
made to coincidewith the surface of a sphere. During such deformation, fl?lt even on crumpling, the
proportional parts of figures drawn in the surface
remain invariable as to lengths and angles,provided
we do not go out of the two dimensionsof the surface in our measurements. Conversely, likewise,
the curvature of the surface does not dependon its
conformation in the third dimension of space,but
solely upon its interior proportionalities. Riemann,
now, conceivedthe idea of generalizing the notion
of measure of curvature and applying it to spaces
of three or more dimensions. Conformably thereto, he assumesthat finite unboundedspacesof constant positive curvature are possible,corresponding
to the unboundedbut finite trvo-dimensionalsurface
of the sphere,while rvhat we commonly take to be
infinite space would correspond to the unlimited
plane of curvature zero, and similarly a third species of spacewould correspondto surfacesof negative curvature. Just as the figures drawn upon a
surface of determinate constant curvature can be
displacedwitl-rout distortion upon this surface only
(for example, a spherical figure on the surface of
its sphereonly, or a plane figure in its plane only),
so should analogousconditions necessarilyhold for
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The latter are
sDatial figures and rigid bodies'
of constant
spaces
in
.'"p"Ute o"f free motion only
-length'
at
Just
.ui'u",ur., as Helmholtzr has shown
but on
infinite'
are
plane
a
of
lines
as the shortest
circlesof defithe surfaceof a sphereoccur as great
into them,ril nni,. length, closed and reverting
three-dimenthe
in
selves, so Riemann conceived
analoguesof the
ti"""f'space of positive curvature
th. plane as finite but unbounded'
.,r"igni rit.
"ni
gu, it.r. is a difficuity here' If we possessedthe
a four-dimennotion of a measureoi curvature for
case of
special
sional space' the transition to the
and rationthree-dimensionalspacecould be easily
special to
.*".rt.d; but the passagefrom the
arbitrari"ily
certain
a
,tt" *or. general ca" inuoluts
have
inquirers
is natural, different
na.r,
"nd,-asdifferent courses2(Riemann and Kro'
here
"J"p,"a
necker). The very fact that for a one-dimensional
of curv.p".. (" curved line of any sort) a m-easure
an inof
ao", not exist having the significance
occurs
first
"iur"
terior measure,and that such a measure
forces
in connection with two-dimensionalfigures'
extent
what
to
and
,ipon u, the question whether
has any meaning for threesomething
"n"logou,
here to an
dimensionalfigures. Are we not subject
to which
illusion, in that we operate with symbols
nothleast
at
or
nothing real corresponds'
p.rt
"pt
Geometrie zu Gruncle
TGb",
die Thatsachen, welche -cler_
June 3'
t i" g"oi.; ;'-cait1 ng et N,achribht en, 7868,
2ComDare, for example, Kronecker, " Ueber Svsteme von
;*-iii'
a'- nnu"ei akoilemtc'
Functionen mehrerer v'{iiiur'i'
1869.
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ing representableto the senses,by means of which
we can verify and rectify our ideas?
Thus were reachedthe highest and most universal notions regarding space and its relations to
analogousmanifolds which resulted from the conviction of Gauss concerning the empirical foundations of geometry. But the genesisof this conviction has a preliminary history of two thousand
years,the chief phenomenaof which we can perhaps
better survey from the height which we have now
gained.
Tne Eanry DrscovpnrEsrN Gpounrny.
The unsophisticated
men, lvho, rule in hand, acquired our first geometric knorvledge,held to the
simplestbodily objects (figures): the straight line,
the plane, the circle, etc., and investigated,by means
of forms which could be conceivedas combinations
of these simple figures, the connection of their
measurements. It cculd not have escapedthem that
the mobility of a body is restrictedwhen one and
then two of its points are fixed, and that finally it
is altogether checkedby fixing three of its points.
Granting that rotation about an axis (two points),
or rotation about a point in a plane, as likewise displacementwith constant contact of two points with
a straight line and of a third point with a fixed
plane laid through that straight line,-granting that
these facts were separately obserued,it would be
known how to distinguish between pure rotation,
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pure displacement,and the motion compoundedof
thesetwo independentmotions' The first geometry
was of cotlrse not based on purely metric notions,
but made many considerableconcessionsto the ph-ysiological factors of sense'' Thus is the appearance
explained of two different funclamental measures:
the (straight) length and the angle (circular measure). The straight line was conceivedas a rigid
mobile body (measuring-rod),and the angle as the
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its intersectionwith a till it coincideswith o and so
describesthe angle F, we shall have rotated b from
its initial to its final position a through the angle p.
in the same sense.' Therefore the exterior angle p
- o f B, and since p* y:2R,
also o * ,0* y:
zR. Displacing (Fig. r5) the rigid systemof lines
a, b, c, which intersectat r, within their plane to the
positionz, the line a always remainingwithin itself,
no alteration of anglesrvill be cansedby the mere

n'lg. 16.
!'ig.

14.

rotation of a straight line rvith respect to another
(measuredby the arc so described). Doub'tlessno
one ever clemandedspecialproof for the equality of
angles at the origin describedby the same rotation.
Additional propositions concerning angles resulted
quite easily. Turning the line b about its intersection with c so as to describethe angle " (Fig' l4)'
and after cofhcidencewith c turning it again about
tOomp.supra, p. 83.

motion. The sum of the interior angles of the triangle r 2 3 so producedis evidently z R. The same
considerationalso throws into relief tl.re properties
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of parallel lines. Doubts as to whether successive
rotation about several points is equivalent to rotation about one point, whether pwre displacementis
at all possible,-which are justified when a surface
of curvature differing from zero is substituted for
the Euclidean plane,-could never have arisen in
the mind of the ingenuous and delighted discoaerer
of these relations,at the period we are considering'
The study of the movement of rigid bodies, which
Euclid studiously avoids and only covertly introducesin his principle of congruence,is to this day
the devicebest adapted to elementaryinstruction in
geometry. An idea is best made the possessionof
ih. l""tn.t by the method by which it has been
found.
Dpuucrrvp Grourtnv.
This sound and naive conceptionof things vanished and the treatment of geometry underwent essential modificationswhen it becamethe subject of
, professional and,scholarly contemplation. The object now was to systematizethe knowledge of this
province for purposesof individual survey, to separate what was directly cognizable from what was
deducible and deduced,and to throw into distinct
relief the thread of deduction. For the purpose of
instruction the simplestprinciples,those most easily
gained and appg.rentlyfree from doubt and contradiction, are placedat the beginning, and the remainder basedupon them. Efforts were made to reduce

these initial principles to a minimum, as is observable in the systern of Euclid. Through this endeavor to support every notion by another, and to
leave to direct knowledge the least possible scope,
geometry was gradually detached from the empirical soil out of which it had sprung. People accustomed themselvesto regard the derived truths as of
higher dignity than the directly perceived truths,
and ultimately came to demand proofs for propositions which no one ever seriously doubted. Thus
arose,-as tradition would have it, to check the onslaughtsof the Sophists,-the systemof Euclid with
its logical perfection-andfinish. Yet not only were
the ways of research designedly concealedby this
artificial method of stringing propositions on an
arbitrarily chosenthread of deduction,but the variecl organic connection between the principles of
geometry was quite lost sight of.l This systemwas
more fitted to produce narrow-minded and sterile
pedants than fruitful, productive investigators.
r Euclicl'e system fqscinated thinkers by its logical excel.
lonees,ancl its drawbacks were overlookeclamicl this aclmiration.
Great inquirers, eveD in recent times, have been miglecl into
following Euclid's example in the presentation of the results
of their inquiries, ancl so into actually concealing their methocls
of investigation, to the great cletriment of science. But sci
enco is not a feat of legal casuistry. Scientific presentation
aims go to expound all the grounds of an idea so that it, can
at any timo be thoroughly examiued as to its tenability antl
power. The learner is not to be led half-blinclfolcletl. Thero
therefore arose in Germany among philosophers ancl eclucationists a healthy reaction, which proceecleclmainly from Herbart,
Schopenhauer, and Trendelenburg. The efrort was made to
introduce greater perspicuity, more genotic methocls, and logically more lucid clemonstrationsinto geometry.
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And these conditions were not improved when
scholasticism,with its preference for slavish comment on the intellectual products of others, cultivated in thinkers scarcelyany sensitivenessfor the
rationality of their fundamental assumptions and
by way of compensationfostered in them an exaggerated respectfor the logical form of their deductions. The entire period from Euclid to Gausssuffered more or less from this affection of mind.
Eucun's Frrrrr Posrur.erB.
Among the propositions on u'hich Euclid based
his system is found the so-called Fifth Postulate
(also called the Eleventh Axiom and by some the
Twelfth) : "If a straight line meet two straight
lines, so as to make the two interior angles on the
same side of it taken together less than two right
angles, these straigtrt lines being continually produced,shall at length rneetupon that side on which
are the angles which are less than two right angles." lpclid easily proves that if a straight line
falling on two other straight lines makes the alternate angles equal to each other, the two straight
lines will not meet but are parallel. But for the
proof of the converse, that parallels make equal
alternate angles with euery straight line falling on
them, he is obliged to resort to the Fifth Postulate.
This converseis equivalegt to the proposition that
only one parallel to a straight line can be drawn
through a point. Further, by the fact that with the
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aid of this converseit can be proved that the sum
of the angles of a triangle is equal to two right angles and that from this last theorem again the first
follows, the relationshipbetweenthe propositionsin
question is rendered distinct and the fundamental
significanceof the Fifth Postulate for Euclidean
geometry is made plain.
The intersection of slowly converging lines lies
without the province of construction and observation. It is therefore intelligible that in view of the
great importance of the assertion contained in the
Fifth Postulate the successorsof Euclid. habituated
by him to rigor, should, even in ancient times, have
strained every nerve to demonstratethis postulate,
or to replaceit by someimmediately obvious proposition. Numberlessfutile efforts were made from
Euclid to Gauss,to deducethis Fifth Postulate from
the other Euclidean assumptions. It is a sublime
spectaclewhich these men offer: laboring for centuries, from a sheer thirst for scientific elucidation,
in quest of the hidden sourcesof a truth which no
person of theorv or of practice ever really doubted!
With eager curiosity we follow the pertinaciousutterancesof the ethicalpower residentin this human
search for knowledge, and with gratification we
note how the inquirers gradually are led by their
failures to the perception that the true basis of
geometry is experience. We shall content ourselves
with a few examples.
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Seccsenr's Tntonv or Pener-r.er.s.
Among the inquirers notable for their contributions to the theory of parallels are the Italian Saccheri and the German mathematicianLambert. In
order to render their mode of attack intelligible, we
will remark first that the existenceof rectanglesand
squares,which we fancy we constantly observe,cannot be demonstratedwithout the aid of the Fifth
Postulate. Let us consider, for example, two contriangles ABC, DBC, having right
gruent is'osceles
anglesat A and D (Fig. 16), and let them be laid
together at their hypothenusesBC so as to form the
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of a sphere and for surfaces of constant negative
curvature, and that in these cases the analogous
constructiongives respectivelyobtuseand acute angles at B and C.
Saccheri'scardinal achievementwas his form of
stating the problem.l If the Fifth Postulate is involved in the remaining assumptions of Euclid,
then it will be possibleto prove without its aid that
in the quadrilateralABCD (Fig. 17) having right
angles at A and,B and AC:BD,
the angles at C
and D likewise are right angles. And, on the other
hand, in this event, the assumption that C and D
Cr---#tD

.t/

X'ls. 17.
Flg. 16,

equilateral quadrilateral ABCD; the first twentysevenpropositionsof Euclid do not sufficeto determine the characterand magnitude of the two equal
(right) angles at B and C. For measureof length
and measure of angle are fundamentally different
and directly not comparable;hence the first propo'
sitions regarding the connectionof sidesand angles
are qualitatiae only, and hencethe imperativenecessity of a quantitatiaetheorem regarding angles,like
that of the angle-sum. Be it further remarked that
theoremsanaldgousto the twenty-sevenplanimetric
propositionsof Euclid may "beset up for the surface

are either obtuseor acutewill lead to contradicti'ons.
Saccheri,in other words, seeksto draw conclusions
frorn the hypothesisof the right, the obtuse,or the
acute angle. He shows that each of thesehypotheses will hold in all'casesif it be proved t'o hold in
one. It is needful to have only one triangle with
its angles =, tR in order to demonstratethe universal validity of the hypothesisof the acute,the right,
or the obtuse angle. Notable is the fact that Saccheri also adverts ta phrysico-geometricalexperiI Eualiiles ab omni, naeao odnildaattx, Milan, 1733. German
translation in Engel ancl Staeckel'e Dia Theorie iler Parall,ellinian. I'eipsic, 1895.
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ments which support the hypothesis of the right
angle. If a line CD (Fig. t7) join the two extremities of the equal perpendicularserectedon a straight
line AB, and the perpendiculardroppedon AB f.rom
any point N of the first line, viz., NM, be equal to
is the hypothesisof the right angle
CA:DB,then
demonstratedto be correct. Saccheri rightly does
not regard it as self-evidentthat the line which is
equidistant from another straight line is itself a
straight line. Think only of a circle parallel to a
great circle on a spherewhich does not representa

f,'lg. 18.
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triangles) is likewise subject to experimentalproof.
For (Fig. zo) if. the angles at B and C give B + I +
so also is 4R the angle-sumof the
7 * c:4R,
quadrilateralBCB'C'. Even Wallis' (1663) based
his proof of the Fifth Postulate on the assumption
of the existenceof similar triangles, and a modern
geometer, Delbceuf, deduced from the assumption
of similitude the entire Euclidean geometry.
The hypothesisof the obtuse angle, Saccherifan-

['lg. 19.

shortest line on a sphereand the two facesof which
cannot be made congruent.
Other experimental proofs of the correctnessof
the hypothesisof the right angle are the following.
If the anglein a semicircle(Fig. r8) is shownto be
a right angle,
then is zol zB:zR,
"* 9:R,
the sum of the angles of the triangle ABC. If the
radius be subtendedthrice in a semicircleand the
line joining the first and the fourth extremity pass
through the center, we shall have at C (Fig. 19)
3o:2R, and consequenttyeach of the three triangles will hfte the angle-sum zR. The existence
of equiangular triangles of different sizes (similar

Irlg. 20.

cied he could easily refute. But the hypothesisof
the acute angle presentedto him difficulties, and in
his quest for the expectedcontradictionshe was carried to the most far-reaching conclusions,which
Lobachdvski and Bolyai subsequentlyrediscovered
by methods of their own. Ultimately he felt compelled to reject the last-named hypothesis as incompatible with the nature of the straight line; for it
-'nog.l
""a

Staecket, loc. cit., p. 2l et oeq.
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led to the assumptionof different kinds of straight
lines, which met at infinity, that is, had there a common perpendicular. Saccheri did much in anticipation and promotion of the labors that were subsequently to elucidate these matters, but orhibited
withal toward the traditional views a certain bias.
LeMeBnr's lwvesrrcerroNs.
Lambert's treatiser is atlied in method to that of
Saccheri,but it proceedsfarther in its conclusions,
and gives evidence of a less constrained vision.
Lambert starts from the considerationof a quadrilateral with three right angles, and examines the
consequences
that would follow from the assumption
that the fourth angle was right, obtuse, or acute.
The similarity of figures he finds to be incompatible
with the secondand third assumptions. The caseof
the obtuseangle, which requires the sum of the angles of a triangle to exceedzR, he discoversto be
realized in the geometry of spherical surfaces, in
which the difficulty of parallel lines entirely vann ishes. This leads him to the conjecture that the
caseof the acute angle, where the sum of the angles
of a triangle is less than zR, might be realized on
the surface of a sphere of imaginary radius. The
amount of the departure of the angle-sum f.rom zR
is in both casesproportional to the area of the triangle, as may be demonstratedby appropriately dilPublishecl in 1766. Engel antl Staeckel, Loc cit,, p. 152 ot
Beq.
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viding large triangles into small triangles, which on
diminution may be made to approachas near as we
please to the angle-sum zR. Lambert advanced
very closely in this conceptionto the point of view
of modern geometers. Admittedly a sphereof imaginary radius, r1/-,
is not a visualizable geometric construct,but analytically it is a surface having a negative constant Gaussianmeasureof curvature. It is evident again fr'om this example how
experimenting with symbols also may direct inquiry
to the right path, in periods where other points of
support are entirely lacking and where every help
ful device must be esteemedat its worth.l Even
Gauss appearsto have thought of a sphere of imaginary radius, as is obvious from his formula for
the circumferenceof a circle (Letter to Sclrumacher,
July rz, I83r). Yet in spite of all, Lambert actually fancied he had approachedso near to the proof
of the Fifth Postulate that what was lacking could
be easily supplied.
Vrnw op Geuss.
We may turn now to the investigato,rswhose
views possessa most radical significance for our
conception of geometrl, but who announcedtheir
opinion only briefly, by word of mouth or letter.
"Gauss regarded geometry merely as a logically consistent system of constructs, with the thmry of parallels placedat the pinnacleas an axiom; yet he had
r See note, p. 104.
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reached the conviction that this proposition could
not be proved, though it was known trom erperience,-for example, from the angles of the triangle
joining the Brccken, Hohenhagen,and Inselsberg,
-that it rvas approximately correct. But if this
axiom be not conceded,then, he contends,there results from its non-acceptance
a different and entirely
independentgeometry, which he had once investigated and called by the name of the Anti-Euclidean
-A
^\
B
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large triangle ABC having the angle-sum2R. We
draw the perpendicularAD on BC, completethe
figure by BAE g ABD and CAF e. ACD, and add

equal. A rectanglecan be divided into two congru_
ent rectangles by a perpendicular erected at the
middle point of one of its sides,and by continuing
this procedure the line of divisio,n may be brough-t

C

A

F tg .2 1 .

geometry." Such,accordingto Sartoriusvon Waltershausen,was the view of Gauss.t
RESEARCHES
or.Srorz.

"
Starting at this point, O. Stolz, in a small but
very instructive pamphlet,z sought to deduce the
principal propositions of the Euclidean geometry
from the purely observablefacts of experience. We
shall reproduce here the most important point of
Stolz's brochure. Let there be given (trig. zr) one
-i

m*r
*^
Geilachhiis, Leipsie, 1856.
t"Das letzte Axiom cler Geometrie,tt
lteri,cltte tles naturw..
meitrici,n.Vereins zu Innsbruck, 1886, pp. 2b-34.

Flg. zz.

to any point lve pleasein the divided side. And the
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right-angled triangles having smaller sides,-so
that zR, therefore, results for the angle-sum of
eaery triangle if it holds true exactly oI one. By the
aid of these propositions which reposeon observation we concludeeasily that the two opposite sides
of a rectangle (or of any so-calledparallelogram)
are everyl\rhere, no matter how far prolonged, the
same distanceapart, that is, never intersect. Th.y
have the properties of the Euclidean parallels, and
may be called and defined as such. It likewise follows, now, from the properties of triangles and rectangles, that two straight lines which are cut by a
third straight line so as to make the sum of the interior angleson the same side of them lessthan two
right angles will meet on that side, but in either
direction from their point of intersectionwill move
indefinitely far away from each other. The straight
line therefore is infinite. What was a groundless
assertionstated as an axiom or an initial principle
may as inferencehave a sound meaning.
" GBourrRy AND Prrysrcs Corupenpo.
Geometry,accordingly,consistsof the application
of mathematics to experiencesconcerning space.
Like mathematicalphysics, it can becomean exact
deductivescienceonly on the condition of its representing the objects of experience by means of
schematizingand idealizing concepts. Just as mechanicscan assertth€ constancyof massesor reduce
the interactions between bodies to simple acceterations only aithi.n the lim,its of errors of obseruation,
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so likelrise the existenceof straight lines, planes,the
amount of the angle-sum, etc., can be maintained
only on a similar restriction. But just as physics
sometimesfinds itself constrainedto replaceits ideal
assumptionsby other more general ones,viz., to put
in the placeof a constantaccelerationof falling bodies one dependenton the distance,instead of a constant quantity of heat a variable quantity,-so a
similar procedureis permissiblein geometry, when
it is demandedby the facts or is necessarytemporarily for scientific elucidation. And now the endeavors of Legendre, Lobach6vski, and the two
Bolyais, the younger of whom was probably indirectly inspired by Gauss, will appear in their right
light.
Trre CowrnrBuTroNsor I-osncgEvsKr AND
Bor-ver.
Of the labors of Schweickart and Taurinus, also
contemporariesof Gauss, we will not speak. Lr.bach6vski'sworks were the first to becomeknown
to the thinking world and so productive of results
(t829).
Very soon afterward the publication of
the younger Bolyai appeared(1833), which agreed
in all essentialpoints with Lobach6vski's,departing
from it only in the form of its developments. According to the originals which have been made almost cornpletely accessibleto us in the beautiful
editions of Engel and Staeckel,lit is permissibleto
-1
AGa^
sur Geechdchteiler nichteukliilischen Geornetrid.
L N. I. Lobatechefskij. Leipzig, 1899.
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assumethat Lobach€vski also undertook his investigations in the hope of becoming involved in contradictions by the rejection of the Euclidean axiom.
But after he found himself mistaken in this expectation, he had the intellectual courage to draw all
the consequencesfrom this fact. Lobach6vski gives
his conclusions in synthetic form. But we can
fairly well imagine the general analyzing considerations that paved the way for the constructionof his
geometry.
From a point lying outside a straight line g (Fig.
zg) a perpendicularp is dropped and through the

non-intersectinglines and are called by Lobach6vski porallels.
In the Introduction to his New Elements of
Geometry (t8AS) Lobachdvski proves himself a
thorough natural inquirer. No one would think of
attributing even to an ordinary man of sense the
crude view that the "parallel-angle" was very much
less than a right angle, when en slight prolongation
it c'ouldbe distinctly seenthat they would intersect.
The relations here consideredadmit of representation only in drawings that distort the true proportions, and we have rather to picture to ourselves
that in the dimensionsof the illustration the variation of s from a right angle is so small that h
and k are to the eye undistinguishab'lycoincident.
Prolonging, now, the perpendicularp to a point beyond its intersection with h, and drawing through
its extremity a nelv line / parallel to h and therefore
parallel also to g, it follows that the parallel-angle
.s' must necessarilybe lessthan s, if h and I arc not
again to fulfill the conditions of tlle Euclidean case.
Continuing in the samemanner, the prolongation of
the perpendicularand the drawing of parallels, we
obtain a parallel-angle that constantly decreases.
Considering, now, parallels which are more remote
and consequentlyconvergemore rapidly on the side
of convergence,we shall logically be compelled to
assume,not to be at variance with the preceding
supposition,that on approachor on the decreaseof
the length of the perpendicular the parallel-angle
will again increase. The angle of parallelism,
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samepoint in the plane pg a straight line la is drawn,
making with the perpendicular an acute angle s.
Making tentatively the assumptionthat g and h do
not meet but that on the slightest diminution of the
angle s they wo'uld meet, we are at once forced by
the homogeneity of space to the conclusion that a
second,linefr having the sameangle s similarly deports itself on the other side of the perpendicular.
Hence all non-intersecting lines drawn through the
same point arJ'situate between h and k. The latter
form the bounda,ri,esbetwe'en the intersecting and
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therefore, is an inverse function of the perpendicular p, and has been designatedby Lobach6vski by
fi (P). A group of parallelsin a plane has the arrangement shown schematically in Figure 24. They
all approachone another asymptoticallytoward the
side of their convergence. The homogeneity of
spacerequiresthat every "strip" betweentwo parallels can be made to coincide with every other strip
provided it be displacedthe requisite distance in a
longitudinal direction.
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pendentof the axiom of parallels. But since it can
be demonstratedthat triangles formed from boundaryJines on a boundary-surfaceno more exhibit
an excess of angle-sum than do finite triangles
on a sphere of infinite radius, consequently the
rules of the Euclidean geometry likewise hold
good f'or these boundary-triangles. To find points
of the boundary-line, we determine (FiS. 25)
in a bundle of parallels, ao, bB, c!, d8. . . . . .
lying in a plane points d, b, c, d in eachof theseparallels so situated with respectto the point o in oo

.

F<

i'-ft
d2

d1

\/" I

Flg. 24.

If a circle be imagined to increaseindefinitely, its
radil will ceaseto intersectthe moment the increasing arcs reach the point where the convergenceof
the radii correspondsto parallelism. The circle then
passesover into the so-called"bound,ary-line." Similarly the snrface of a sphere, if it indefinitely increase, will pass into what Lobach6vski calls a
"bound,a,ry-srwface." The boundary-lines bear a
relation to the bountary-surface analogbus to that
which a great circle bearsto the surfaceof a sphere.
The geometry of the surface of a sphere is inde-

r.ls,.25,
that I aab- L Fba, /- oo4: L yca, L oad,:
/-\da.....Owing to the samenessof the entire
construction, each of the parallels may be regarded
as the "a,rit'' of the boundary line, which will generate, when revolved about this axis, the boundarysurface. Likewise each of the parallels may be regarded as the axis of the boundary-surface. For
the samereasonall boundaryJinesand all boundarysurfaces are congruent. The intersection of every
plane with the boundary-surfaceis a circle; it is a
boundaryJine only when the cutting plane contains

l3o
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the axis. In the Euclidean geometry there is no
boundary-line, nor boundary-surface. The analogues of them are here the straight line and the plane.
If no boundary-line exists, then necessarilymust
any three points not in a straight line lie on a circle.
Hence the younger Bolyai was able to replace the
Euclidean axiom by this last postulate.
Let aa, b9, cy be a system of parallels, and ae,
a1€1,a2€2..a systemof boundary-lines,eachof which
systemsdivides the other into equal parts (Fig. z5).
The ratio to each other of any two boundary-arcs
between the same parallels, e. g., the arcs oc - u
and,arez: s6',is dependenttherefore solely on their
distance ?p?tt aar: s.
We may put generally
il?

eE, where & is so chosen that e shall be the
V:
base of the Naperian system of logarithms. In this
manner exponentials and by means of these hyperbolic functions are introduced. For the angle of
parallelism we obtain s:
cotlu(D :
t . If
"
:o,
p:
s:f
if.
@,
s:o.
f
;
, An examplewill illustrate the relation of the Lobachdvskianto the Euclidean and spherical geometries. For a rectilinear Lobachdvskian triangle
having the sidesa,b, c, and the anglesA, B, C, we
obtain, when C is a right angle,

sinh sinhfsinA.
ft:
Here sinh standsfbr the hyperbolicsine,

sinhr:+

whereas

or,
and

sin r:

I3I

2t

: ?.+fi-fr* 14*......,
einh,r
sin

t:

tc

x"

f

il-]-:!-Il-il-f

f

'

......

(sinhn), or
the relationssin(ri):r
Considering
sinh (ri) : f sin r, involvedin the foregoingformformulafor
ula, it will be seenthat the above-given
the Lobach6vskiantriangle passesover into the
formulaholdingfor thesphericaltriangle,viz., sinft
.c

sin A, when Ff is put in the place of fr in
f
the former and k is consideredas the radius of the
sphere, which in the usual formuh assumes the
value unity. The re-transformationof the spherical
formula into the Lobach6vskianby the samemethod
is obvious. If fr be very great in comparisonwith
a and c, we may restrict ourselves to the first member of the series for sinh or sin, obtaining in both

:

sin

-f,sin A or a:csin A, the formulaof
"*"r, f,

plane Euclidean geometry, which we may regard as
a limiting caseof both the Lobach6vskianand spherical geometries for very large values of &, or for
h: q.
It is likewise perrnissibleto say that all
three geometries coincide in the domain of the infirritely small.
rF. Engel, N. I. Lobatechefekij, Zwei geometrdeclwAbltonil
fungen, Leipaicr 1899.
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Tno DrrrnnnNr SysreMS oF GBouprny.
As we see,it is possibleto constructa self-consistent, non-contradictorysystemof geometry solely on
the assumptionof the convergenceof parallel lines.
True, there is not a single observationof the geometrical facts accessibleto us that speaks in favor of
this assumption,and admittedly the hypothesisis at
so great variance with our geometrical instinct as
easily to explain the attitude toward it of the earlier
inquirers like Saccheriand Lambert. Our imagination, dominated as it is by our modesof visualizing
and by the familiar Euclideanconcepts,is competent
to grasp only piecemealand gradually Lobach6vski's views. We must suffer ourselvesto be led here
rather by mathematical concepts than by sensuous
images derived from a single narrow portion of
space. But we must grant, nevertheless,that the
quantitative mathematical concepts by which we
through our own initiative and within a certain arbitrary scoperepresentthe facts of geometricalexperience,do not reproducethe latter with absoluteexacJitude. Different ideas can expressthe facts with
the same exactnessin the domain accessibleto observation. The facts must hence be carefully distinguished from the intellectual constructs the formation of which they suggested. The latter-concepts-must be consi,stent with observation, and
must in addition be logically in accord with one another. Now thesedwo requirementscan be fulfilled
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.in more thon one manner, and hence the different
systemsof geometry.
Manifestly the labors of Lobachdvski were the
outcome of intense and protracted mental effort,
and it may be surmised that he first gained a clear
conception of his system from general considerations and by analytic (algebraic) methods before he
was able to present it synthetically. Expositions in
this cumbersomeEuclidean form are by no means
alluring, and it is possibly due mainly to this fact
that the significanceof Lobach6vski'sand Bolyai's
labors received such tardy recognition.
Lobachdvski developed only the consequencesof
the modification of Euclid's Fifth Postulate. But if
we abandon the Euclidean assertion that "two
straight lines cannot enclosea space,"we shall obtain a companion-pieceto the Lobachdvskiangeometry. Restricted to a surface, it is the geometry of
the surface of a sphere. In place of the Euclidean
straight lines we have great circles, all of which
intersect twice and of which each pair enclosestwo
spherical lunes. There are therefore no parallels.
Riemann first intimated the possibility of an analogous geometry for three-dimensional space (of
positive curvature),-a conceptionthat does not ap
pear to have occurredeven to Gauss,possiblyowing
to his predilecti'on for infinity. And Helmholtz,l
who continuedthe researchesof Riemann physically,
neglectedin his turn, in his first publication,the deI
tt
''Ueber tlie thatsEchlichen Grundlagen tler Geometrier
Wissensch.Abtnnill., 1866. II., p. 610 et seq.

{
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velopment of the Lobach6vskian case of a space of
negative curvature (with an imaginary parameter
h). The considerationof this case is in point of
fact more obvious to the mathematician than it is to
the physicist. Helmholtz treats in the publication
mentionedonly the Euclidean caseof the curvature
zero and Riemann's spaceof positive curvature.
Appr-rcesrl-rry oF rnB Drrrenpnr
RBer-rrY.

SvsrEMs ro

We are able, accordingly, to representthe facts
of spatial observationwith all possibleprecision by
both the Euclidean geometry and the geometriesof
Lobachdvskiand Riemann, provided in the two latter cases we take the parameter E large enough.
Physicists have as yet found no reason for departing from the assumption &: ep 6f the Euclidean
geometry. It has been their practice, the result of
long and tried experience,to adhere steadfastlyto
the simplesf assumptionsuntil the facts forced their
complicationor modification. This accordslikewise
with the attitude of all great mathematicianstoward applied geometry. The deportment of physicists and mathematicians toward these questions is in the main different, but this is
explained by the circumstance that for the
former class of inquirers the physical facts are of
most significance,geometry being for them merely
a convenient implement of investigation, while for
the latter class these very questions are the main

I
I
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material of research, and of greatest technical and
particularly epistemologicalinterest. Supposing a
mathematicianto have modified tentatively the simplest and most immediate assumptions of our geometrical experience,and supposing his attempt to
have been productive of fresh insight, certainly
nothing is more natural than that these researches
should be prosecuted farther from a purely mathematical interest. Analogues of the geometry we
are familiar with, are constructed on broader and
more general assumptionsfor any number of dimensions,with no pretensionof being regarded as
more than intellectual scientific experiments and
with no idea of being applied to reality. In support of my remark it will be sufficient to advert to
the advances made in mathematics by Clifford,
Klein, Lie, and others. Seldom have thinkers becomeso absorbedin revery, or so far estrangedfrom
reality, as to imagine for our spacea number of
dimensions erceeding the three of the given space
of sense,or to conceiveof representingthat space
by any geometry that departs appreciablyfrom the
Euclidean. Gauss, Lobach6vski, Bolyai, and Riemann were perfectly clear on this point, and cannot
certainly be held responsiblefor the grotesque fictions which were subsequentlyconstructed in this
domain.
It little accordswith the principles of a physicist
to make suppositionsregarding the deportment of
geometrical constructs in infinity and in non-accessible places, then subsequently to compare them
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with our immediate experienceand adapt them to
it. He prefers, like Stolz, to regard what is directly
given as the sourceof his ideas, which he likewise
considers applicable to what is inaccessibleuntil
obliged to change them. But he too may be extremely grateful for the discovery that there exist
seaeralsufficing geometries,that we can make shift
also with a finite space,etc.,-grateful in short, for
the abolition of certain conuentional barriers of'
thought.
If we lived on the surface of a planet with a turbid, opaque atmosphereand if, on the supposition
that the surface of the earth was a plane and our
only instruments were square and chain, we were
to undertake geodetic measurements;then the increasein the excessof the angle-sum of large triangleswould soon compel us to substitute a spherometry for our planimetry. The possibi,lity of' analogous experiencesin three-dimensionalspacethe
physicist cannot as a matter of. principle reject, although the phenomena.that would compel the acceptanceof a Lobachdvskianor a Riemannian geometry would present so odd a contrast with those
to which we have been hitherto accustomed,that no
one r,vill regard their actual occurrenceas probable'
The question whether a given pkysical object is
a straight line or the arc of a circle is not properly
formulated. A stretchedchord or a ray ol light is
certainlv neither tfie one nor the other. The question is simply whether the object so spatially reacts
that it conforms better to the one concept than to
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the other, and whether with the exactitudewhich is
sufficientfor us and obtainableby us it confo,rmsat
all to any geometric concept. Exclutling the latter
case,the questionarises,whether we can in practice
remove, or at least in thought determine and make
allowance for, the d,eaiationfrom the straight line
or circle, in other words, correct the result of the
measurement. But we are dependent always, in
practical measufements,on the comparison of.physrccl objects. If on direct investigation these coincided with the geometricconceptsto the highest attainable point of accuracy, but the indirect results
of the measurementdeviated more from the theory
than the consideration of all possible errors permitted, then certainly we should tre obliged to
change our physico-metricnotions. The physicist
will do well to await the occurrenceof such a situation, while in the meantime the mathematicianmay
be allowed full and free scope for his speculations.
Trrn CoNcnprs oF Metrrnuerrcs

AND Prrysrcs.

Of all the conceptswhich the natural inquirer
employs, the simplesl are the conceptsof spaceand
time. Spatial and temporal objects conforming to
his conceptualconstructs can be framed with great
eractness. Nearly every observable daniati,on can
be eliminated. We can imagine any spatial or temporal construct realized without doing violence to
any fact. The other physical properties of bodies
are so intimately interconnectedthat in their case
arbitrary fictions are subjected to narrow restric-
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tions by the facts. A perfect gas, a perfect fluid, a
perfectly elastic body does not exist; the physicist
knows that his fictions conform only approximately
and by arbitrary simplifications to the facts; he is
perfectly aware of the deviation, which cannot be removed. We can conceive a sphere, a plane, etc.,
constructed with wnlimited e*o,ctness,without running counter to any fact. Hence, when any new
physical fact occurs which rendersa modification of
our concepts necessary,the physicist always prefers
to sacrificethe lessperfect conceptsof physicsrather
than the simpler, more perfect, and more lasting
concepts of geometry, which form the solidest
foundation of all his theories.
But the physicist can derive in another direction
substantial assistancefrom the labors of geometers.
Our geometry refers always to objects of sensuous
experience. But the moment we begin to operate
with mere things of thought like atoms and molecules, which from their very nature can nezter be
made the objects of sensuouscontemplation,'we ate
under no obligation whatever to think of them as
ifanding in spatial relationships which are peculiar
to the Euclideanthree-dimensionalspaceof our sensuousexperience. This may be recommendedto the
special attention of thinkers who deem atomistic
speculationsindispensable.'
IWhile gtill an upholcler ol the atomic theory, I rought to
erplain the line"epect* of gasm by the vibrationg ol the atomic
coistituents of d gai.noletule with respect to another. Tho
diftculties whicb ihere encounteretl.auggesteclto me (1863)
tbe idea that non-sensuousthings dicl not neceesarily have to
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Tnn RBr,euvrry oF Ar,r, Sparrer, Rrr.atroxs.
Let us go back in thought to the origin of geometry in the practical needs of life. The recognitio,n
of the spatial substantiality and spatial invariability
of spatial objects in spite of their movements is a
biological necessity for human beings, for spatial
quantity is related directly to the quantitative satisfaction of our needs. When knowledge of this so,rt
is not sufficiently provided for by our physiological
organization, we employ our hands and feet for
comparing the spatial objects. When we begin to
compare bod,ies with one another, we enter the
domain of physics, whether we employ our hands
or an artificial measure. AIl ,physicald,eterminations
are relatiae. Consequently, likewise all geometrical determinations possessvalidity only relatively
to the measure. The concept of measurementis
a concept of relation, which contains nothing not
contained in the measure. In geometry we simply assumethat the measurewill always and everywhere coincide with that with which it has at
some other time and in'some other place coincided.
But this assumptionis determinativeof nothing conbe picturecl in our sensuousspae€ of three dimersione. Ia thir
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cerning the measure. In place of spatial physiolog'
icol equality is substituted an altogether differently
defined physical equality, which must not be confounded with the former, no more than the indications of a thermometerare to be identified w{th the
sensationof heat. The practical geometer,it is true,
determines the dilatation of a heated measure,by
meansof a measurekept at a constant temperature,
and takes accountof the fact that the relation of congruence in question is disturbed by this non-spatial
physical circumstance. But to the pure theory of
spaceall assumptionsregarding the measureare foreign. Simply the physiologically created habit of
regarding the measureas invariable is tacitly but unjustifiably retained. It would be quite superfluous
and meaninglessto assume that the measure, and
therefore bodies generally, suffered alterations on
displacementin space,or that they remained unchanged on such displacement,-a fact which in
its turn could only be determined by the use of a
n€w measure. The relatiaity of. all spatial relations
is made manifest by theseconsiderations.
INrnoouctroN oF tnp' Norrox or NuMsBn.
If the criterion of spatial equality is substantially
modified by the introduction of measure,it is subjected to a still f,prther modification, or intensification, by the introduction of the notion of. number
into geometry. There is nicety of distinction gained
by this introduction which the idea of congruence
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alone could never have attained. The application
of arithmetic to geometry leads to the notion of inco?nmensurabilityand irrationality. Our geometric
conceptstherefore contain adscititious elementsnot
intrinsic to space; they representspacewith a certain latitude, and, arbitrarily also, with g.reaterprecision than spatial observationalone could possibly
ever realize. This imperfect contact between fact
and conceptexplains the possibility of different systems of geometry.l
SrcNrn'rceNcEoF rup MBracEoMETRrcMovBME N T.

The entire movementwhich led to the transforma_
tion of our ideas of geometry must be characterized

pectationthat it will long continue,and redound not
only to the great advancementof mathematicsand
geometry, especiallyin an epistemologicalregard,
but also to that of the other sciences. This movement was, it is true, powerfully stimulatedby a few
eminent men, but it sprang, nevertheless,not from
an individual, but from a general need. This
will be seen from the difference in the pro_
lft
r"rfa bo too much to expect of matter that it shoultl
realize all the atomistic fantasi:es of tne physlcist. $;
6;;
BpTe: as.-a* object of e,xperie=nce,
can. harhty be expect'ecltd
eatiefy all.the ideae of-thC mathematician,th-ougi th6re be no
qouDcwhatevor a8 to the general valuo
of their-investigatiots.
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fessionsof the men who have taken part in it. Not
only the mathematician, but also the philosopher
and the educationist,have made considerablecontributions to it. So, too, the methods pursued by the
different inquirers are not unrelated. Ideas which
Leibnitzt uttered recur in slightly altered form in
Fourier,z l-obach6vski, Bolyai, and H. Erb.s The
philosopher IJeberweg,nclosely approaching in his
opposition to Kant the views of the psychologist
Beneke,6and in his geometricalideas starting from
Erb (which later writer mentions K. A. Erbo as his
predecessor)anticipatesa go'odly portion of Helmholtz's labors.

same geometrical facts has been shown to be many
and varied.
3. By the comparisonof spacewith other manifolds, more general conceptshave been reached,of
which the geometric representsa specialcase. Geometric thought has thus been freed from conventional limitations, heretofore imagined insuperable.
4, By the demonstration of the existence of
manifolds allied to but different from space, entirely new questions have been suggested. What
is space physiologically, physically, geometrically?
To what are its specificproperties to be attributed,
since others are also conceivable? Why is space
three-dimensional,
etc.?
With questionssuch as these,though we must not
expect the answer to.day or to-morrow, we stand
before the entire profundity of the domain to be
investigated. We shall say nothing of the inept
strictures of the Beotians, whose coming Gauss
predicted,and whose attitude determinedhim to reserve. But what shall we say to the acrid and captious criticisms to whidh Gauss,Riemann and their
associateshave been subjected by men of highest
standing in the scientific world ? Have these men
never experiencedin their own persons the truth
that inquirers on the outermost boundaries of
knowledge frequently discover many things that
will not slip smoothly into all heads,but which are
not on that account arrant nonsense? True, such
inquirers are liable to error, but even the errors of
some men are often more fruitful in their consequealces
than the discoveriesof others.

Sulr*renv.
The results to which the preceding discussion has
led, may be summarizedas follows:
r. The source of otrr geometric concepts has
been found to be experience.
2. The character of the conceptssatisfying the
1 See above pp. 66-67.
2S6oncesile l'Ecole NormaJe, D6bats. Vol. I., 1800, p. 28.
! H. Erb, Grossherzoglieh Baclischer Finanzrath, Dde Probl,emeiler gerail,en Ldni,e, iles Wi,nkels unil iler ebenm Eldake,
Eeidelberg, 1846.
' ''Die Principien der Geometrie wissenschaftlich tlargestellt. "
Archio fiir Pkilol,ogic wnd Pdilagogdk. 1851. Reprintetl in Brasch'g Welt- unitr LebensansalwuntngF. Ueberuegs, Leipzig,1889, pp. 263-317.
ELogdk al,s Kwrxtl,ghre des Denkens, Berlin, 1842, YoI. II.,
"

pp. 5r-55.

c Zw Mathematdk unil Logdla, Eeidelberg, 1821. f was un.
abls to era.mins tbig work.
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